PPE Cleaning Validation Kit Package Contents

Advanced Cleaning Kit (Organics and Heavy Metals)

- Contaminated and non-contaminated (control) samples or fabric swatches
  - **Organics**
    - Three packets containing swatches separated by Teflon® sheets and contained in a sealed Teflon® packet (organics).
    - Each packet appropriately labeled, “contaminated”, “blank”, and “laundered”
    - “Contaminated” packet contains six (6) individual Teflon® sheets, each separating a contaminated sample, each labeled with the appropriate code to indicate coat or pant and 1, 2, or 3
    - Swatches measure 3 inches x 6 inches
    - All packets must be labeled to indicate
    - Each Teflon® separator must indicate the swatch code that will be used on the tracking form.
  - **Heavy Metals**
    - Swatches may be in plastic tubes (heavy metals) and the tubes contained in a Teflon® packet.
    - 4 swatches that measure 1-inch x 2 inches each (video says, “4 or 5”)
    - Packets containing tubes must be labeled appropriately to indicate “contaminated”, “blank” (or “control”), or “laundered”
    - The packet labeled “Laundered” will contain six tubes, each tube will have a code matching those on the “contaminated” tubes – these are for the laundered swatches
    - Each tube must indicate the swatch code

- Surrogate garment panels
  - Three (3) surrogate coat panels (each marked to indicate 1, 2, or 3)
  - Three (3) surrogate pant panels (each marked to indicate 1, 2, or 3)

- Tracking form (you will need three copies, one for each coat and pant set)
- Plastic tweezers (NO metal tweezers allowed)
- Ballast material*

Sanitization Kit (Biological)

**IMPORTANT REMINDERS**

- Always wear protective equipment (gloves, safety goggles, sleeve covers) when handling this box and its contents
- Clean all surfaces with an alcohol wipe before opening the package
- Clean tweezers with an alcohol wipe after handling each sample

**CONTENTS**

- Special container (to keep the materials chilled)
- Petri dishes with Teflon® sealing tape for labeling the Petri dishes
- Contaminated and non-contaminated (control) samples or fabric swatches
- Instruction form/packing list
- Protective gloves
- Two (2) sets of tweezers
- Surrogate garment panels
- Tracking form
- Ballast material*

Likely provided by organization pursuing verification:

- Alcohol wipes
- Protective clothing (including gloves and safety goggles)
- Pen – to record entries on the tracking form
- Sharpie® to mark the labels on the Petri dishes

*Ballast material is a critical part of the kit and may be supplied by the lab but will most likely be something the facility pursuing validation will provide. The amount and cuts of ballast material you need are determined by your extractor size.